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Abstract
We study the eect of the presentation order of training patterns on the performance
of online learning neural networks In the context of time series we discuss the dierence
between randomized and natural learning With regard to learning in cycles we quantify
and compare the performance of almost cyclic and purely cyclic learning
  Introduction
Learning plays a crucial role in most neuralnetwork applications Through learning the network
weights are adapted to meet the requirements of the environment Usually the designer has
access to a nite number of examples from this environment	 the training set A popular
learning strategy is online learning	 at each learning step one of the patterns is drawn from the
training set and presented to the network leading to a learning step of the form

wn  wn    wn  fwn xn   
with wn the weight vector at iteration step n  the learning parameter xn the presented
training pattern and f  the learning rule which may be supervised or unsupervised The
larger and the more redundant the amount of information in the training set the more attractive
online learning rules if compared with more advanced batchmode learning rules see eg  
Patternbypattern presentation introduces stochasticity in the learning process that can be
studied using techniques from theory on stochastic processes see eg   These studies have
been mainly focussed on memoryless online learning or randomized learning that is at
each learning step an example is drawn at random from the training set without any reference
to previous presentations In this paper we will extend the theory to correlated learning ie
learning strategies for which successive examples may be correlated An appealing example is
the learning of stationary time series We will compare randomized learning where examples
are presented in some random order unrelated to their order of appearance in the time series
and natural learning where the presentation order follows the time series A strategy yielding
articial correlations is cyclic learning Cyclic learning ensures that in each cycle all patterns
are presented exactly once With purely cyclic learning examples are presented in the same
order over and over again With almost cyclic learning we randomize over the presentation
order of the examples in each cycle Due to space limits we will in this paper only point out the
most important results see    for more details
 
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  Theoretical framework
Our analysis combines the timeaveraging procedure proposed in   with Van Kampens expan
sion  After M iterations of the learning step 	
 we have
wnM
  wn
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M  
X
m
hfwnm
 xnm

i 
where hi and w refer to averages over both the pattern dynamics and the weight dynamics For
small learning parameters the weight dynamics is a factor  slower than the pattern dynamics
If we choose M much smaller than the typical time scale of the weight dynamics we can
approximate
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Choosing M much larger than the time scale of the pattern dynamics we have
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with F w
 the batchmode learning rule averaged over all possible training patterns If we
now transform the resulting dierence equation for wn
 into a dierential equation we obtain
in lowest order the meaneld equation
d wt

dt
 F  wt

       

with rescaled time t  n We will assume that the average learning rule F w
 is the gradient
of some error potential Ew
 In this case we can interpret the learning rule 	
 as a stochastic
gradient descent on this error potential Equation  
 then simply states that in lowest order the
average network state follows the deterministic gradient descent on the same error potential This
result is completely independent of the presentation order all dependence on the presentation
order washes out for small learning parameters
In a similar way we can compute the evolution of the variance
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After tedious calculations we obtain 
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with the Hessian and diusion matrix respectively
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where the autocorrelation matrices are dened by
C
n
w
 
D
fw xn
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The Hessian matrix is the local curvature of the error potential the diusion matrix reects
the uctuations in the learning rule For randomized learning C

w
   and thus Dw
 
C

w
 see eg   
 Correlations do indeed aect the variance of the weights If subsequent
weight changes are negatively or positively correlated the uctuations will be smaller or larger
respectively
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  Online learning of stationary time series
Let us consider a network learning a chaotic times series of the form
xn   yxn 
ie the next input is a function of the current input Inputoutput combinations fxn xng
are presented to a feedforward neural network Using the squared distance between the network
output gw x and the desired output yx as an error criterion ew x	 the online learning
rule is

wn  r
w


gwn xn  gxn
 
 r
w
ewn xn 
First we will discuss two dierent measures for the asymptotic performance of a network
learning such a time series The representation error
E
repr
 lim
n 
hhewn xi
x
i  lim
n 
hEwni
measures how well the asymptotic network state is expected to represent the whole time series
The prediction error is the expected asymptotic network error on the next pattern in the time
series
E
pred
 lim
n 
hewn xni
E
pred
measures the performance locally in time	 in contrast to the more global measure E
repr
 In
the asymptotic situation the weights are assumed to be near a minimum w

of the error Ew
A local expansion around w

then yields 
E
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 Ew

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For randomized learning the prediction and representation error are equal E
pred
 E
repr
 E
ran

Combining these results we conclude that in lowest order the prot in prediction cancels the
loss in representation and vice versa
E
pred
E
repr

 E
ran
    
In the context of strategies to select examples see eg  this result implies that a strategy
yielding a smaller prediction error will most likely lead to a larger representation error
The dierence between the representation and the prediction error is a local eect However	
in practice one sometimes observes dramatic global dierences between natural and randomized
learning see eg  As an illustrative example we consider a backprop network with one
hidden layer of two units	
gw x  v


 
X

v

tanhw

x w

 
trying to approximate the tent map
yx   jx j for   x   
We train this network in two dierent ways naturally following the order of the time series and
randomly Starting with small random weights	 the network soon gets stuck on a plateau with
all weights close to zero	 except for the output bias v

  As can be seen in Figure a	
the network function gw
plateau
 x is a constant On this plateau the average learning rule
F w
plateau
  	 while the Hessian Hw
plateau
 has one positive eigenvalue and further only zero
eigenvalues In other words	 on a plateau the lowest orders in the meaneld approximation of
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Figure  Online learning of the tent map randomized learning gets stuck on a plateau whereas
natural learning reaches the optimal solution a Tent map dashdotted network solution on
the plateau dashed and network solution with minimal error solid b Representation error
as a function of the number of learning steps for randomized learning dashed and natural
learning solid Simulations with learning parameter   	 

section  vanish and we have to systematically include higher order terms Doing so we nd that
for natural learning the now leading order slowly drives the weights from the plateau  No
such drive exists for randomized learning explaining the dramatic dierence between randomized
and natural learning pictured in Figure b Therefore if a particular learning problem suers
from a plateau learning with correlated examples is strongly recommended since it might help
driving the weights o the plateau towards a better solution
  Cyclic learning
In principle we can apply the same machinery as before to study cyclic learning However it
appears that the diusion matrix Dw vanishes the matrices C
 
w and C

w exactly cancel
Again we have no choice but to compute higher order terms Let us denote a particular cycle
containing each pattern exactly once by x   fx
 
     x
i
     x
P 
g The tric is now to derive
the learning rule for a whole cycle from the learning rules for the individual patterns
wn P  wn 	  
P 
X
i 
fwn i x
i
 
For small learning parameters   the ansatz w 	    P  yields  
dt
dt
	 F t
m  m 	  P bt xmHtm       
where t    n as beforem   nP the time measured in cycles xm the particular cycle presented
at cycle step m and b  measuring the correlations between the learning rule f  and its
derivative h 
bw x   

P

P 
X
i
i 
X
j
hw x
i
fw x
j
 

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Equation   can be viewed as the learning rule for cycle xm with all specic information
about the particular cycle xm contained in the term bw xm
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In comparing almost cyclic and purely cyclic learning for   P    we will focus on the
asymptotic misadjustment close to a minimum w
 
dened as
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D
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 
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 
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 
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 
	 
with 
 the socalled bias and  the variance We will restrict ourselves to feedforward networks
for function approximation where Dw
 
  Ew
 
Hw
 
 The asymptotic variance for online
learning follows from the asymptotic solution of  and is an order of magnitude larger than
the bias 
A
online
 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
Ew
 



With purely cyclic learning a particular cycle x is drawn at random from the set of P 
possible cycles and then kept xed The asymptotic misadjustment is a quenched average of
the bias over all possible cycles We obtain 
A
purely



PEw
 


Hw
 
 
The misadjustment is proportional to 

P  ie one order of magnitude smaller than for online
learning Almost cyclic learning is randomized learning with training cycles instead of training
patterns In lowest order we nd 
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with Bw  P hbw xi
x
 Depending on the term P

the asymptotic misadjustment is
dominated by either the bias of order 

or the variance of order 

P

 In any case the
asymptotic misadjustment for almost cyclic learning is an order of magnitude smaller than for
purely cyclic learning
  Conclusions
We have shown how theory on stochastic processes can be applied to study how the presentation
order aects online learning We summarize our main results
 Close to a minimum the prot in representation performance cancels the loss in prediction
performance and vice versa
 On a plateau natural learning yields a small nonzero driving force that helps the weights
to nd their way towards a better solution where randomized learning seems to get stuck
forever
 Asymptotic uctuations for cyclic learning are an order of magnitude smaller than for
randomized learning almost cyclic learning being even better than purely cyclic learning
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